Well-being

Top
global
spa
and wellness trends
programming at spa retreats and more chic “wild forest/nature”
resorts, with seemingly as many wilderness guides as in
national parks.

Cannabis:
Spafinder Wellness 365 has released its 12th report on the top
10 spa and wellness trends set to unfold in 2015 and beyond. In
the sea of trends lists appearing each new year, the company’s
definitive spa and wellness industry forecast is unique for
taking a global view of what’s trending across the wellness
landscape including spa experiences, fitness, beauty, travel,
nutrition and corporate wellness and for providing in-depth
information about each trend.
“In our 12 years of trend-tracking, we have never seen spa/
wellness concepts go so deep and global, be so meaningful
and move in so many surprising, provocative directions,” said
Spafinder Wellness, Inc. Chief Brand Officer Mia Kyricos. “Our
goal is to provide an in-depth resource and help the industry
make informed decisions by analyzing the social, cultural and
economic shifts that fuel each trend.”
One trend that stood out as largely unthinkable even a few
years back is the increasing adoption of cannabis as a source
for healing ingredients and treatments. As a wave of medical/
recreational marijuana legalisation sweeps across the U.S.
(soon in Uruguay and likely other global regions), cannabis is
getting a “wellness makeover,” with new spa, beauty, travel
and yoga applications.
The report is developed by Spafinder Wellness, Inc. Research
Director Beth McGroarty and Spafinder Wellness 365’s team
of researchers, editors and industry experts. It is based on
surveys with the company’s large network of consumers,
travel agents and spa/wellness businesses conducted over
the last year.
The top global spa and wellness trends for 2015 are:

Forest bathing:
Mindfulness Meets Nature
The Japanese concept of forest bathing (“shinrin-yoku’) has
nothing to do with water. It revolves around a deceptively simple
practice: quietly walking, with a mind intent on the sounds,
scents, colors and “feel” of the forest. Poetic? Yes. But it’s the
medical evidence that’s taking it global: Chemicalsthat trees
emit (phytoncides) show a long-lasting impact on people’s
immune system markers. Look for more “forest therapy” trails,
more doctors prescribing time in forests, more forest bathing
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New Spa & Wellness Connections
A wave of medical/recreational marijuana legalization is
sweeping the U.S. (globally, Uruguay will be the first nation to
legalize recreational usage in 2015). The upshot: an explosive
“cannabusiness” market, giving this ancient, medicinal plant an
upscale makeover. It’s moving from “dorm room to boardroom,”
and new spa/wellness cannabis connections are proliferating.
Look for more marijuana dispensaries adopting the look/
services of spas; more cannabis “wellness tourism” with luxury
spa experiences; new cannabis-branded day spas; more spas
using non-high-inducing pain-relieving topicals and beauty
products – and hemp seed and milk as hot superfoods.

Wellness traditions from the Islamic world:
Beyond Hammams and Argan Oil
Middle Eastern and African spices, grains and fruits will be the
buzzed-about “superfoods,” ingredients used for both food and
beauty (from camel’s milk to baobob fruit) will trend and spas
will offer more experiences like rasul/mud treatments and sand
bathing.

Industrial revolution:
Blue Collar Wellness
As employers battle the chronic disease, obesity, pain and
musculoskeletal, and mental disabilities that can hit “blue collar”
workers the hardest, expect to see more wellness programs
designed for them in the future – and a greater openness to
participation by these workers.

Wellness homes, communities & cities
In 2007 Spafinder named “spa real estate” a top trend…then the
recession hit, and most “live-at-the-spa” developments crashed
too. Now the wellness living market is roaring back but new
developments take the concept of a healthy home much further.
Delos Signature Homes (U.S.) “bakes in” dozens of wellness
features: from air/water purification systems to circadian
rhythm lighting. Entire towns/cities are master-planned around
a 365-degree concept of wellness, and a new, global “Well
Building Standard” aims to do for human health in the built
environment what LEED did for sustainable building – and not
just for homes, but offices, schools and hospitals. After centuries
of real estate development myopically focused on “curb appeal,”
now health is the new wealth.

My fitness. My tribe. My life:
Super-Social Fitness
This trend takes a timeout from the manic “rowing is the new
spinning” breed of trend-spotting to ponder a new sociocultural reality: More people’s boutique fitness brand/studio has
become their “life.” Social fitness defines who you know, what
you wear, where you travel–even how you raise your kids. But it’s
a global loneliness epidemic, fueled by a surge in urbanization,
single-person households, longer work hours, and lives spent in
front of screens that will continue to spur the new directions for
the “my fitness is my family” uber-trend.

Spa on arrival (& en route):
The New Travel Ritual
It used to be that with vacation and business travel, spa
treatments were perceived as a luxurious add-on. Now the
new travel ritual is treatments (and other fitness/wellness
experiences) done right at arrival, or en route at airports, to fight
jetlag or to kick-start productivity. We’ll see the spa/wellness
explosion at airports continue to take off; more hotels/spa
resorts serving up free massages at check-in; more online apps
and concierges that make booking on-arrival massages/classes
easy; and more spas open later, earlier, and even 24/7.

Hyper-personalized beauty:
Made-for-Me Will Matter More
In 2015 look for a shift from “This color looks good on me.”
to “This color was made for me,” from “Is this moisturizer the
best for my skin?” to “This moisturizer is perfectly formulated
for me.” In every corner of beauty care new opportunities to
customize our primping and self-care experience will arise. More
beauty brands using in-store computer technology to create
personalized solutions, more online skin coaching and more
spas will let clients create bespoke everything.

Gut reaction:
“Listen to your gut…” usually means follow your best instincts,
but it is one of the hottest trends for 2015. Look for an ongoing
focus on the science of the gut and efforts to prove that
by altering its make-up (aka “microbiome”) we can take our
health and beauty to new levels, improve our immunity and
resilience, reduce our chances for obesity and even create a
happy and healthy mind. There will be more testing to proves
the link between our gut and how we look and feel; there will be
no stopping the proliferation of probiotics in what we drink, eat
and put on our skin; and more spas (some of who have been on
to this for decades) will offer ways to heal our leaking guts.

Beyond the stars:
Luxury Redefined
Extraordinary affluence, an appetite for the different and new,
a zeal for documenting #epic experiences and the search for
solitude and silence are fueling a new trend: the quest for “Beyond
the Stars” experiences– where air light and breathing room are
the new luxury, and authentic and novel destinations are the Holy
Grail of travel. With this shift, the luxury travel industry will be
challenged to top itself with even more spectacular offerings and
dazzle us with spectacular offerings and experiences.
beautynz
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The Smoothie Recipe Book
150 smoothie recipes including
smoothies for weight loss and
smoothies for good health
Who doesn’t love a smoothie?
The Smoothie Recipe Book is the ultimate
resource for creating delicious and
nutritious smoothies.
Smoothies are the perfect way to keep
you healthy in 2015. They are packed
with superfoods and antioxidants.
This book gives readers 150 delicious
smoothie recipes that will provide you
vitamins and minerals the way nature
intended.
The Smoothie Recipe Book offers
nutrient-rich smoothies to cleanse, lose
weight, improve health, and increase
energy:
•D
 rink your daily dose of fruits and
vegetables – no multivitamins
necessary.
•C
 reate the healthy drinks endorsed by
Hollywood celebrities and nutritionists,
including green smoothies.
• L ose unwanted kilos with low-fat,
fibre-rich, weight-loss recipes.
•D
 etox your system and restore
nutritional balance.
• Improve your health, strengthen
your immune system, and achieve
glowing skin.
Whether your goal is to cleanse, reach
your ideal weight, or improve health,
The Smoothie Recipe Book is a delicious
way to increase your daily intake of fresh
fruits and vegetables and to reap the
myriad health benefits of smoothies..
RRP $18.99

The Mediterranean
Diet for Beginners
The Complete Guide – 40 Delicious
Recipes, 7-Day Diet Meal Plan, and
10 Tips for Success
The Mediterranean diet has been
scientifically proven to reduce your risk
of heartaches, strokes, cancer and even
your chances of developing dementia.
So if you are after a healthy lifestyle, this
is the book for you.
The Mediterranean Diet for
Beginners offers a complete guide to
the Mediterranean lifestyle, which
emphasises healthy living through
delicious, fresh foods prepared with
total well-being in mind.
Through the 10 Tips for Success, a
7-Day Diet Meal Plan, and 40 delicious
recipes, The Mediterranean Diet for
Beginners takes you step-by-step into
this transformative way of eating and
living. The 7-Day Diet Meal Plan is about
enjoying food, not depriving yourself.
You’ll learn just how wonderfully varied
and abundant the Mediterranean diet is.
Planning a week’s worth of meals
is easy with not only helpful hints
for buying the freshest ingredients
to prepare at home but also tips for
ordering Mediterranean diet – friendly
dishes while dining out. 40 delicious
recipes allow you to create scrumptious
breakfasts, lunches, snacks, dinners,
and desserts, such as the Mediterranean
Omelette, Fresh Tomato Pasta Bowl,
Dilly Baked Salmon, and Red
Grapefruit Sorbet.
RRP $16.99

The Dash Diet for Beginners
Essentials to Get Started – 157 Dash
Diet Foods, 40 Easy Dash Recipes,
7-Day Dash Diet Plan
Are you looking for a diet that allows
you to eat all the foods you love?
Then the DASH Diet is for you!
The DASH diet is an easy and
sustainable tool for creating a
healthful lifestyle.
The DASH diet was created as a way
for people with high blood pressure
to enjoy the foods they love while
working to reduce or correct their
hypertension.
With a DASH diet, you’ll finally be
able to get healthy and lose weight,
whilst still eating the foods you enjoy.
The DASH Diet for Beginners will show
you how to use the diet rated number
one by The U.S News & World Report to
effectively lose weight, improve your
health, and reduce your risk of heart
disease, featuring:
• 40 delicious DASH Diet recipes that
include low-sodium versions of your
favourite foods, from creamy spinach
dip to beef tostadas and blackened
salmon filets.
• The DASH Diet’s guidelines with a
detailed explanation of the health
benefits and scientific findings.
• A DASH Diet food list that features all
of the top foods recommended on
a DASH-friendly diet.
• A seven-day DASH Diet meal plan
to jump-start your health and
weight loss.
RRP $16.99

All titles available from 1st March at www.exislepublishing.co.nz and wherever good books are sold.
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